
Numbers 8-10
Grammatical Analysis of the MT

8.4

1. : Hx'Þr>Pi-d[; Hk'îrEy>-d[; : hyxrp d[w hykry

1.1 "Sam has plural suffixes here (cf. also G and Tg.), as the text seems to require."1

2. "Inclusive, in the construction d[; (w>) . . . !mi, often to be rendered 'both . . . and' . . . ; sometimes 
with !mi . . . "2

2.1 "The prep. d[; unto, as far as to, often includes limit,  . . .  The sense up to  becomes = even . . 
. Nu. 8.4 . . . ."3

8.8

1. "G specifies that it must be a year old."4

8.12

1. "G reads hf'['w> “and he shall offer” (i.e. Aaron). BHS suggests that the infinitive absolute hf['w> 
might be read."5

8.13

1. "G has “before Yahweh and before Aaron” at this point."6

8.15

1. "G has “before Yahweh” at this point. J. Paterson (Numbers, 46) considers the whole of v 15b to 
be a gloss (n.b. elements of repetition from v 13b)."7

8.16

1. "Sam. reads the whole clause as ~x,r, rj,P, rAkB. lK'. This makes better grammatical sense. BHS 
suggests that lK' be read before rAkB.. This makes a reasonable clause, and involves little disturbance 
in MT."8

2. yliê ‘hM'he’ ~ynIïtun> ~ynI“tun> •yKi

1 Phillip J. Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System; Word Biblical 
Commentary. Dallas: Word, Incorporated, 1998.
2 Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, §313.
3 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §101, Rem 1(b).
4 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
5 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
6 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
7 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
8 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.



2.1 "Repetition to express an exceptional or at least superfine quality . . . cf. Nu 3.8 (sic), 8.16 
they are given, given to him. . . ."9  . . . emphatic10 ". . . plurals may be repeated for emphasis."11

8.24

1. "The reading “the law” at this point in Syr. is not widely supported and is probably an insertion."12

8.24-26

1. "In addition to serving as a constituent adverb of place ('here'), hK is used to introduce speech 
(especially with rma) and action (especially with hf[); it thus initiates a section of discourse. The 
closely related particle hkK can introduce speech which points back to what precedes or it can 
summarize preceding material. . . . 'This is what concerns the Levites: from age twenty-five on (each 
of them) shall go in . . . In the foregoing way you shall handle the Levites in their duties.'"13

9.1

1. : yn:ysiû-rB;d>mib. hv,ämo-la, hw"åhy> rBEåd;y>w: 
:  ynys rbdmb hXm la hwhy rbdyw
: kai. evla,lhsen ku,rioj pro.j Mwush/n evn th/| evrh,mw| Sina

O: ynysd arbdmb hXm ~[ yy lylmw

1.O.1 “MT: “to” in vv. 1, 4, 9, and 10. Targums: “with.” . . . . Sam Tgs are like the Targums, 
except that Sam Tag A has “to” in v. 4.”14

1.O.1.1 “The Targums and Sam Tgs generally substitute “with” for MT’s “to,” when “to” 
follows “speak.” It portrays a respectful discussion rather than a one-sided lecture. They do 
so here [1.1] and in v. 48 [1.48] of this chapter.”15

1.O.2 “TO uses “the” twenty-nine times when it is absent from the MT, in vv. 1, 3, 5, 5, 5, 6, 
6, 7, 7, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12, 12, 13, 14, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, 16, 16, 21, 21, and 23.”16

1.O.3 “TO attaches d nineteen times, in vv. 1, 1, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 10, 13, 15, 15, 18, 18, 20, 23, 
23, 23, and 23.”17

2. : rmo*ale !AvßarIh' vd,xoïB; ~yIr:±c.mi #r,a,óme ~t'’acel. tynI÷Veh; hn"“V'B; 
: rmal !wXyarh Xdxb ~yrcm #ram ~tacl tynXh hnXb

9 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §123e.
10 Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, §16.
11 Waltke & O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 119.
12 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
13 Waltke & O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 666-7.
14 Israel Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers: An English Translation of the Text with Analysis and Commentary, (Denver: 
Ktav Publishing House & Center for Judaic Studies University of Denver, 1998), 120.
15 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 120.
16 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 120.
17 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 120.



2..1 “It cannot be determined whether !wXyarh (Job 15:7) and hnwXayr (some manuscripts 
of  Jos  21:10)  with  an  extra  y reflect  the  Samaritan  pronunciation.   In  any  case,  the 
pronunciation is derived from the pronunciation of the long  with two peaks – i.e., * > *
 - which caused the splitting of that syllable in two, ultimately changing the first  into  
analogically to the development of  rmay  Xar.”18

: evn tw/| e;tei tw/| deute,rw| evxelqo,ntwn auvtw/n evk gh/j Aivgu,ptou evn tw/| mhni. tw/| prw,tw| le,gwn

2..1  “The genitive structure  evxelqo,ntwn auvtw/n evk gh/j Aivgu,ptou must  be understood as 
referring to  evn tw/| e;tei tw/| deute,rw|, not the verb evla,lhsen. The time of their leaving Egypt 
was a year earlier, but the second year is of their going out of the land of Egypt. The comma 
after deute,rw| in the critical text should be deleted; its presence leaves the impression that the 
genitive participle which follows is unrelated to the phrase “in the second year.”19

2..2  “The  pronoun  auvtw/n must  refer  to  oi`  uiòi.  Israhl of  v.  2.  It  cannot  refer  to  the 
preceding  auvtw/n ending 8:26, since that refers to the Levites. The first paschal celebrations, 
described in Exod 12-13, occurred as they were on the point of their leaving Egypt. What is 
now described took place in the second year of that great event. In the tradition,  evxelqo,ntwn 
becomes ekporeuomenwn in b n smg+; this is a synonym, but is secondary. The reference to the 
Exodus is usually evxe,rcomai rather than evkporeu,omai.”20 

O: `rmyml hamdq axryb ~yrcmd a[ram !whqpyml atyynt atXb

9.2

1. : `Ad*[]AmB. xs;P'Þh;-ta, lae²r'f.yI-ynEb. Wfô[]y:w> 
: `wyd[wmb xsph ta larXy ynb wX[yw

1..1 Why does  use the plural “its appointed times”???

: eivpo.n kai. poiei,twsan oi ̀uiòi. Israhl to. pasca kaqV w[ran auvtou/

1..1  “MT  begins  the  direct  speech  by  wX[yw.  LXX,  possibly  because  of  the  initial 
conjunction, has eivpo.n before kai. poiei,twsan, an unusual expression; what is probably meant 
is “give orders that they should observe.” eivpo.n must be taken as an imperative; hex has placed 
it under the obelus as having no correspondent in MT. It is quite possible that in view of rmal 
preceding  wX[yw,  that  the  translator  read  the  rma of  rmal twice,  thereby  creating  the 
tautological  “saying:  say”  of  Num.  But  I  doubt  that  the  Hebrew text  actually  read  such 
peculiar Hebrew.”21

18 Ze’ev Ben-Hayyim, A Grammar of Samaritan Hebrew, (Jerusalem & Winona Lake, Indiana: The Hebrew University 
Magnes Press & Eisenbrauns, 2000), [¶5.4.1]310.

19 John William Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, Septuagint and Cognate Studies 46 (Atlanta, Georgia: 
Scholars Press, 1998), 132.
20 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 132.
21 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 132.



1..2 “What the Israelites are to observe is  to. Pasca.  Num reflects a transcription of the 
Aramaic axsp, rather than of the Hebrew xsph.”22

1..3 “Unique is the rendering of wd[wmb. d[wm occurs regularly throughout the Pentateuch in 
the  phrase  d[wm  lha “tent  of  meeting,”  which  is  always  mistranslated  as  skhnh.  tou/ 
marturi,ou “tent of testimony” in the Greek .  .  .  .  The term is also used to designate “set 
festivals,” as at Exod 13:10, where, however, it is uniquely translated by kata. Kairou.j wr̀w/n. 
. . . The verb first occurs in the creation account of Gen 1:14 as  ~yd[wml, rendered by  eivj 
kairou,j.  Here  it  is  rendered  uniquely by  kaqV w[ran auvtou/,  but  comp Exod 13:10,  which 
probably influenced the translator here. It is best rendered by “at its specific time.” In the 
tradition,  kaqV w[ran becomes  kata kairon in V b+, but this is due to the influence of v. 7, 
where the wd[m is rendered by kata. Kairo.n auvtou/.”23

O: `hynmyzb axsyp ty larXy ynb !wdb[yw

1.O.1 Aramaic db;[] and dybe[] = corresponds to h. hf'['.

1. "The text seems to require rmoa/ before Wf[]y:w> (G, BHS). A. Dillmann (Numeri, 46) suggested that 
originally the tense was historical – Wf[]Y:w:."24

2. "Sam. reads “times” here and in vv 3, 7, 13 (cf. G of v 3)."25

3. "Certain Waw's appear to have no other purpose than to indicate the jussive more clearly . . . ."26

9.3

1. : Ad+[]AmB. Atßao Wfï[]T; ~yIB:±r>[]h'( !yBeó hZ<÷h; vd,xo’B; ~Ayû-rf")[' h['äB'r>a;B. 

4Lev-Numa:                                 ]~wyb hzh X[dxb ~wy rX[]

1.4Lev-Numa.1 “If frg. 53 is placed correctly, the scribe wrote ]~wyb where  have 
~ybr[h !yb. What the ensuing text would have read is uncertain.”27

11T 17.6:                            !wXyarh Xdwxb           rX[ h[[brab]

1.11T.1 “rX[ h[[brab] for ~Ayû-rf")[' h['äB'r>a;B.. In the Pentateuch, only Lev. 23.5 has the 
formula without  ~Ay ‘day’, and even there it  is supplied by Sam, LXX, Vulgate and  Targ. 
Neof. On  the  other  hand,  this  formula,  without  ~Ay,  is  attested  seven  times  outside  the 

22 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 132.
23 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 132-33.
24 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
25 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
26 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §177l.
27 Eugene Ulrich and Frank Moore Cross, eds., Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XII: Qumran Cave 4, VII (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1994), 168.



Pentateuch, once in Joshua, once in Ezekiel, and, significantly, five times in the late books of 
Esther, Ezra, and Chronicles. Thus, the Qumran variant here appears to result form trends in 
contemporary phraseology rather than form any text-transmission or exegetical factor.”28

1.11T.2 “!wXyarh for hZ<÷h;. 11QT’s choice here is matched by that of the LXX (although not 
Sam, Vulgate, or  Targums). Both  hZ<h; vd,xoh;/l;/B; ‘this month’ and  !Avarih' vd,xoh;/l;/B; ‘the 
first month’ are found seven times in the Pentateuch. However, whereas the hz< formula occurs 
only once outside the Pentateuch (at Neh 9.1), the  !Avari formula is attested an additional 
fourteen times, once in Joshua, but the rest in Esther, Daniel, Ezra, and Chronicles – again, all 
late books of the Bible (as well as another nine times in the Scrolls themselves, including 
11QT 17.6).  So,  once  more,  the  possibil6ty  of  idiom influence  seems attractive.  In  other 
words, the expression ‘the first month’ was so common among the Temple Scroll author’s 
peers, that it tended to displace similar phrases, such as ‘this month.’ However, going against 
this interpretation is the fact that  hZ,h; vd,xoh; ‘this month’ also re-emerges in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, despite its absence from the late books of the Bible. In fact, three of the four Qumran 
occurrences of  hZ,h; vd,xoh; are found in 11QT (25.10 + Num. 29.7 and 17.10/27.10 = Num. 
29.12),  replacing each time the sequence month plus ordinal  in the Pentateuch – in  other 
words, the reverse of the phenomenon just described (not exactly, of course, as ‘this’ can 
replace any ordinal, whereas ‘first’ can only replace ‘this’). Moreover, if the editors of 4QJuba 

[4Q216] are right in their reconstruction, a Jubilees text from Qumran almost gratuitously 
reads  hz[h Xdwxl] ‘of  this month’ immediately after [yvy]lXh X[dwxb] ‘the  third month’ 
has been specified, tending to indicate that the expression  hZ<h; Xd,xoh; was itself developing 
into a clichéd phrase.

Given that the evidence appears to point in opposite directions, we cannot safely claim that 
trends in contemporary language have affected the Qumran writings at this point (that is, at 
11QT 17.6). Indeed, the reason for choosing  !Avarih' vd,xoh; ‘the  first month’ here but  hZ<h; 
vd<xoh; ‘this month’  in  the  three  other  Temple  Scrolls  passages  (17.10;  25.10;  27.10)  is 
probably of a  much more practical  nature,  relating to  the ‘real  world’  for which Qumran 
writings were legislating. For in the texts with hz<, reference to the month occurs in a narrative 
unit that is already well-advanced, whereas when !Avari is used, the author is introducing the 
whole subject of Passover and therefore requires a more precise indication of date. Indeed, this 
point is nicely demonstrated by the very passage we have examined, which starts off with ‘on 
the  fourteenth  day  of  the  first month’  at  17.6,  where  the  topic  is  introduced,  and  then 
continues, at 1.10, ‘and on the fifteenth day of this month’, the number of the moth obviously 
no  longer  needed  specification.  In  this  particular  case,  then,  linguistic  considerations  are 
overshadowed by matters of a more pragmatic nature.”29

1.11T.3 “!wXyar for !Avari. The spelling with aleph-yod (ya) for !AXari/hn"voari is standard in 
Sam and also the most commonly-attested form in the Qumarn writings, occurring 24 times 
(excluding CD). A variant of this spelling, yod-aleph (ay), is attested seven times and a plain 
yod, without aleph, 23 times. The various forms reflect an orthographic perspective that is at 
times more etymological (retaining the ‘silent’  aleph of the root form), at times  positively 
phonetic  (representing  the  vowels  that  are  actually  pronounced),  and  at  times  negatively 

28 John Elwolde, "Distinguishing the Linguistic and the Exegetical: The Case of Numbers in the Bible and 11QTa," in S. E. 
Porter & C. A. Evans, The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After, (Sheffield, 1997), 130.
29 Elwolde, "Distinguishing the Linguistic and the Exegetical: The Case of Numbers in the Bible and 11QTa, 130-131.



phonetic, or  prophylactic (attempting to avoid pronunciation as  reshon or  rashon). The fact 
that six occasions the Dead Sea Scrolls also evidence spellings with nothing, that is, neither, 
yod nor  aleph,  for  biblical  aleph (that  is  !aXr,  etc.),  and that  these different  spellings or 
classes of spellings are not usually found within the same document, suggests that the Qumran 
forms  reflect  not  simply  a  trend  toward  phonetic  spelling  but  apparently  two  different 
pronunciations or even dialects: rishon as against reshon or rashon. We have only to think of 
the various ways in which the lexeme  Xar ‘head’ is phonetically realized across Semitic – 
Arabic ras, Aramaic resh, Hebrew rosh – as well as the geographical location of Qumran to 
realize how possible such a mixed-dialect situation is.”30

: wyd[wmb wta wX[y ~ybr[h !yb hzh Xdxb ~wy rX[ h[brab

1..1 The  is consistent in the “appointed times” in the plural. The changing of the 2mp to 
3mp is interesting (wX[y instead of the s wX[t). Why??? 

: th/| tessareskaideka,th| hm̀e,ra| tou/ mhno.j tou/ prw,tou pro.j èspe,ran poih,seij auvto. kata. 
kairou,j

1..1 “MT refers to the month as hzh Xdxb, which is correctly understood to be the “first 
month” as in v.1.”

1..2 “The term “at eventide” refers to the twilight period immediately following sunset, i.e. 
“vespers.” The Hebrew designates this by  ~ybr[h !yb “between the settings (of the sun),” 
which is correctly rendered by  pro.j èspe,ran, a rendering already found in Exod 12:6, and 
comp 16:12 where the phrase is articulated by to,. The latter also occurs in Num at v. 11 and 
28:4, 8; at v. 5 Num omits the phrase. The Hebrew phrase occurs only in the Pentateuch, 
though at Exod 29:39, 41 it  becomes  to. deilino,n,  and at  30:8,  ovye,,  and at  Lev 23:5 it  is 
uniquely rendered in Hebraic fashion by avna. me,son tw/n es̀perinw/n.”31

1..3 “Why Num should have changed wX[t to the singular poih,seij is not immediately clear, 
but that it was intentional is obvious, since it is repeated at the end of the verse. . . . The 
translator’s  point  of  view is  simply  that  the  celebration  is  incumbent  on  each  individual 
Israelite. This becomes especially clear in vv. 6-14, and more particularly in vv. 10-14, which 
probably facilitated the use of the singular here.”32

1..4 “The verb in v.a is modified as in v. 2 by  wd[wmb,  which is here rendered by  kata. 
kairou,j.  Both in v.  7 and v.  13 where the same prepositional phrase recurs in MT, Num 
translates more literally by kata. (to.n) kairo.n auvtou/. In the tradition, this reading also obtains 
in a popular A M text. . . . The plural noun used without a genitive pronoun occurs only for the 
first occasion, i.e. as a general rule, “according to appropriate, set times.” Weh it recurs in vv. 
7 and 13, it becomes specific.”33

O: hynmyzb hyty !wdb[t ayXmyX !yb !ydh axryb amwy arX[ t[brab
30 Elwolde, "Distinguishing the Linguistic and the Exegetical: The Case of Numbers in the Bible and 11QTa, 131-132.
31 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 133.
32 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 133.
33 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 133-34.



1.O.1 “MT: , literally “between two evenings”: sunset and dark, in vv. 2, 5, and 
11. The Targums and Sifre Zutta have the rabbinic phrase “between to suns,” the sun and the 
moon. See Josephus, Antiquities VI, 9, 3.”34

2. : `At*ao Wfï[]T; wyj'ÞP'v.mi-lk'k.W wyt'îQoxu-lk'K. 

4Lev-Numa: w[ta wX[t] wyjp[Xm l]kkw[ wy]t[qx lkk

: wta wX[t wyjpXm lkkw wytqh lkk

: kata. to.n no,mon auvtou/ kai. kata. th.n su,gkrisin auvtou/ poih,seij auvto,

2..1 “The final clause orders the Israelite to celebrate it (poih,seij auvto,) according to its rule 
(no,mon) and according to its constitution (su,gkrisin). This is, at best, a free interpretation of 
MT which reads “according to all its statues (wytqh) and according to its judgments (wyjpXm). 
In MT the reference is to all the rules and regulations concerning the keeping of the Paschal 
festival. The use of no,mon is sensible; it was used as a cover term throughout Lev for a set of 
cultic regulations, and this is its sense here as well. As such, id did not need to translate the lk 
and modifying wytqh, though hex has added panta under the asterisk to correspond to it. The 
second noun, su,gkrisin, is only used elsewhere in the OT in ch. 29 (at vv. 6, 11, 18, 21, 24, 
27, 30, 33 and 37). The term refers to the customary practice, the usual constitution (of the 
festival). Hex has rendered the lk of MT here as well by pasan under the asterisk.”35

O: `hyty !wdb[t hyl yzxd lkkw hytryzg lkk

2.O.1 “TO renders MT’s  in three ways, depending on the verse’s context: (1) , 
“law”; (2)  , “custom,” “procedure,” or “manner,” as in Gen 40:13, Exod 21:9, and Exod 
26:30; and (3) , “fit,” “proper,” or “right,” as here, vv. 14; 15:24; 29:6, 18, 21, 33; and 
Deut 18:3 and 21:17. The PT are not as sensitive as TO to the nuances of the word and not as 
consistent. They san Sam Tg J have  here, while A has “its interpretation.”

Berkowitz (LH), Wertheimer (OH), and other argue that TO incorporates Rashi’s : 
 pertains to laws concerning the animals and  to their bodies. They are mistaken. They 
fail to account for this being a customary TO rendering, they are reading more into the word 
than it contains, and the rendering lacks the  when it appears elsewhere.”36

1. "G reads “of the first month.” MT seems acceptable."37

2. "Sam., Syr. read Wf[]y:, taking the verse historically. The strongest G witness favors a second 
person sing."38

9.4
34 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 120.
35 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 134.
36 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 120-121.
37 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
38 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.



1. : `xs;P'(h; tfoï[]l; laeÞr'f.yI ynEïB.-la, hv,²mo rBEïd;y>w: 

4Lev-Numa: xsph tX[l larXy ynb l]a hXm rbdyw

: xsph twX[l larXy ynb la hXm rbdyw

: kai. evla,lhsen Mwush/j toi/j uiòi/j Israhl poih/sai to. pasca

1..1 “Num renders the Hebrew literally, i.e. evla,lhsen . . . poih/sai to. Pasca. One might well 
render  evla,lhsen by  “told,”  thus  “told  the  Israelites  to  observe  (or  carry  out)  the  Paschal 
festival.”39

O: `axsyp db[ml larXy ynb ~[ hXm lylmw

9.5  

1. : vd,xo±l; ~Ayð rf'’[' ûh['B'r>a;B. !Av‡arIB' xs;P,‡h;-ta, Wfå[]Y:w: 
yn"+ysi rB:åd>miB. ~yIB:ßr>[;h' !yBeî

4Lev-Numa: Xdxl ~wy rX[ h[brab] !wXarb xsph t[a ]w[X[yw
yny[s rbdmb ~ybr[h !yb 

: Xdxl ~wy rX[ h[brab !wXyarb xsph ta wX[yw
ynys rbdmb ~ybr[h !yb

: evnarcome,nou th/| tessareskaideka,th| hm̀e,ra| tou/ mhno.j evn th/| evrh,mw| tou/ Sina

1..1 “MT begins with  hsph ta wX[yw “and they performed the Paschal feast,” which is 
omitted Num, and Hex has added kai epoihsan to pasca under the asterisk at the beginning 
of the verse. MT then continues with !wXarb “in the first,” i.e. in the first month. Num has 
understood this quite differently, i.e. as “in the beginning” or “as at the beginning,” with its 
evnarcome,nou. The genitive participle is sued here without an expressed subject. The subject is 
contextually to be understood as being the celebration of the Pascha. Theoretically, a genitive 
noun does occur,  tou/ mhno,j, but this modifies  h`me,ra|, and could not possibly be the subject; 
months  do not  begin on the  fourteenth  day!  The genitive  participle  actually  refers  to  the 
complementary infinitival structure poih/sai to. pa,sca, and what is meant is “(the celebration) 
beginning on the fourteenth day of the month.”40

1..2 “This is followed in MT by the temporal expression: ~ybr[h !yb, . . . . Num has also 
omitted this phrase, and hex has added ana meson twn esperinwn under the asterisk to equal it 
. . . .”41

39 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 134.
40 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 134-135.
41 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135.



O: axryl amwy hrX[ t[brab !synb axsyp ty wdb[w
ynysd arbdmb ayXmyX !yb

1.O.1 “TO alone substitutes “Nissan” for “first.” This is the name assigned the first month 
during the period of the Babylonian exile. It clarifies “first” which could be understood as 
adjective without an object.  The object is in Lev 23:5, which reads “first month,” and the 
substitution is unnecessary there. TO and N do not define “second month” in v. 11 for this 
reason, although Ps-Jon identifies it as “Iyar.”

TO did not  alter  Gen 8:13 since a  dispute  exists  whether  its  “first”  denotes  Nissan or 
Tishre.”42

2. : `lae(r'f.yI ynEïB. Wfß[' !KEï hv,êmo-ta, ‘hw"hy> hW"Üci rv,’a] lkoK.

4Lev-Numa: larXy ynb wX[ !k] hXm ta hwhy hwc rXa lkk

: larXy ynb wX[ !k hXm ta hwhy hwc rXa lkk

: kaqa. sune,taxen ku,rioj tw/| Mwush/| ou[twj evpoi,hsan oi ̀uiòi. Israhl

2..1 “The verse concludes by saying that the Israelites were obedient in carrying out the 
Lord’s orders: “kaqa, the Lord commanded Moses, so the Israelites did.” MT reads rXa lkk, 
and hex has the more exact kata panta a.”43

O: `larXy ynb wdb[ !k hXm ty yy dyqpd lkk
 
1. xs;P,‡h;-ta, Wfå[]Y:w: "This note is absent in G. MT is acceptable."44

 
2. ~yIB:ßr>[;h' !yBeî "This clause is absent in G. MT is acceptable."45

9.6

1. : aWh+h; ~AYæB; xs;P,Þh;-tfo[]l; Wlïk.y"-al{w> ~d'êa' vp,n<ål. ‘~yaimej. WyÝh' rv,’a] ~yviªn"a] yhiäy>w: 

4Lev-Numa: ~da Xpnl ~yam[j wyh rXa ~yXna yhyw
awhh ~wyb xsph] twX[l wlky alw

: ~da Xpnl ~yamj wyh rXa ~yXna wyhyw
awhh ~wyb xsph twX[l wlky alw

42 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 121.
43 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135.
44 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
45 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.



: kai. parege,nonto oi ̀a;ndrej oi] h=san avka,qartoi evpi. yuch/| avnqrw,pou kai. ouvk hvdu,nanto 
poih/sai to. pasca evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh|

1..1  “MT  begins  with  ~yXnah yhyw,  but  Num  follows  Sam’s  plural  wyhyw with  its  kai. 
parege,nonto. The use of  paragi,nomai to render  hyh is unusual; in fact, according to HR, it 
occurs elsewhere in OT only at 1Reg 20:24. Num was probably trying to avoid using  h=san, 
since this is used to render wyh in the relative clause which follows immediately, thus “there 
came some men who were . . . .” Contextually, that they came and spoke makes excellent 
sense; in fact, this is more appropriate than “they were . . . and spoke.”46

1..2 “These men were unclean evpi. yuch/| avnqrw,pou, i.e. “through (contact with) a human 
corpse.”. . . . evpi. Is here used correctly with the dative in a causal sense, i.e. “because of a 
yuch/| avnqrw,pou.”47

O: aXnyad aXpn ymjl !ybasm wwhd ayrbg wwhw
awhh amwymb axsyp db[ml wlyky alw

1.O.1 “Sam differs from MT eleven times in ch. 9, TO agrees twice: with the plural wyhyw in 
v. 6, as b. Suk 25b and Sifre, and the hophal in v. 15. 

Only TO adds “uncleanness” in vv. 6, 7, and 10.”48

: ,w.h )mwyb )xcp db(ml

2. : `aWh)h; ~AYðB; !roàh]a; ynEïp.liw> hv,²mo ynEïp.li Wbúr>q.YIw:) 

4Lev-Numa: awhh ~wyb ![rha ynplw hXm ynpl wbrqyw

: awhh ~wyb !rha ynplw hXm ynpl wbrqyw

: kai. prosh/lqon evnanti,on Mwush/ kai. Aarwn evn evkei,nh| th/| h`me,ra|

2..1 “Because of the cultic uncleanness they were unable to observe the Paschal festival on 
that  day,  “and  so  on  that  day  they  approached  Moses  and  Aaron,”  literally  “and  they 
approached before Mose and Aaron.” In accordance with normal Hebrew usage MT repeats 
ynpl before Aaron as well as before Moses, and hex dutifully added evavtion under the asterisk 
before  VAarw,n to reproduce the Hebrew word for word. Num had omitted it as unnecessary 
before a coordinate noun.”49

2..2 “The phrase  awhh ~wyb occurs twice. The first time it is translated by  evn th/| h`me,ra| 
evkei,nh|, but in the second for the sake of variety the equally valid evn evkei,nh| th/| hm̀e,ra| obtains. 
Hex, however, had to correct the word order, and placed  evkei,nh| at the end to represent MT 

46 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135.
47 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135.
48 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 121.
49 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135.
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more precisely. “That day” refers to the fourteenth day of the month, the day on which the 
festival was to begin.”50

O: awhh amwyb !rha ~dqw hXm ~dq wbyrqw

: .wh] )MwYb nwrh) mdQw )$wM mdQ wbrQw
 

1. "The third person singular “to him” in v 7 suggests that “Aaron” is an addition here."51

2. "When pred. precedes, while agreement in gend. and numb. is usual, esp. when subj. is personal, 
the verb is often in 3 sing. mas., even though the subj. be plur. or fem. This is common with hyh to 
be. The subj. having once been mentioned, however, following verbs are in proper agreement . . . . 
Nu 9.6 . . . ."52

3. "As soon as a sentence which begins with an uninflected predicate is carried on after the mention 
of the subject the gender and number of the subsequent (co-ordinate) predicates must coincide with 
those of the subject . . . Gen 1.14 . . . Num 9.6. . . ."53

4. "In expressions of time awhh is frequent. In ordinary narrative, past-time awhh ~wyB occasionally 
serves to incorporate "supplementary material", . . .'But some of them could not celebrate the 
passover on that day.'"54

9.7

1. : ~d'_a' vp,n<ål. ~yaiÞmej. Wnx.n:ïa] wyl'êae ‘hM'he’h' ~yviÛn"a]h' Wrm.aYOw:û 

4Lev-Numa:                                                      ] ~yXnah wrmayw

: ~da Xpnl ~yamj wnxna wyla ~hh ~yXnah wrmayw

: kai. ei=pan oi ̀a;ndrej evkei/noi pro.j auvto,n hm̀ei/j avka,qartoi evpi. yuch/| avnqrw,pou

1..1 “Num reproduces MT exactly by its “and those men said pro.j auvto,n”; though they had 
approached Moses and Aaron, it was only Moses to whom they presented their problem. . . .”55

O: aXnyad aXpn ymjl !ybasm anxna hyl !wnyah ayrbg wrmaw

2. : `lae(r'f.yI ynEïB. %AtßB. Adê[]moåB. ‘hw"hy> !B:Ür>q'-ta, brIøq.h; yTi’l.bil. [r;ªG"nI hM'l'ä

4Lev-Numa:                              ] hwhy !brq ta br[q]h[

50 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 135-136.
51 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
52 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §113.
53 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §145s.
54 Waltke & O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 314.
55 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 136.



: larXy ynb $wtb wyd[wmb hwhy !brq ta byrqh ytlbl [rgn hml

: mh. ou=n us̀terh,swmen prosene,gkai to. dw/ron kuri,w| kata. kairo.n auvtou/ evn me,sw| uiẁ/n Israhl

2..1 “According to MT, what they asked Moses was: “Why should we be restrained so as not 
to present hwhy !brq ta at its set time in the midst of the Israelite?” Num does not ask why, 
but rather  mh. ou=n us̀terh,swmen prosene,gkai the  dw/ron of the Lord .  .  .  ,” which I  would 
translate by “should we actually be delayed in presenting the Lord’s sacrifice at its appropriate 
time in the midst of the Israelites?” this also calls into question the rationale for the restraint, 
or rather as Num has it, any delay. The choice of ùsterh,swmen demonstrates that the translator 
does not simply translate in word-for-word fashion, but does his work in the context of the 
entire section; in other words, he is aware of the Lord’s answer, viz. a month’s postponement 
of the feast; see vv. 10-12.”56

O: larXy ynb wgb hynmzb yyd anbrwq ty abrql ald lydb [nmtyn aml

9.8

1. : @ `~k,(l' hw"ßhy> hW<ïc;y>-hm; h['êm.v.a,w> Wdåm.[i hv,_mo ~h,Þlea] rm,aYOðw: 

4Lev-Numa: ]~kl hwhy hwcy hm h[[mXaw

: `~kl hwhy hwcy hm h[mXaw wdm[ hXm ~hyla rmayw

: kai. ei=pen pro.j auvtou.j Mwush/j sth/te auvtou/ kai. avkou,somai ti, evntelei/tai ku,rioj peri. um̀w/n

1..1 “In MT Moses replies: “wdm[ and h[mXa what Yahweh would command you.” Num 
reproduces the imperative as sth/te, but adds an adverbial auvtou/, i.e. “stand here.” The auvtou/ 
probably is added to show that the inquirers are to remain where they are, presumably at the 
door of the sanctuary. Hex has placed  auvtou/ under the obelus, since MT does not have an 
adverb here.”57 

1..2 “The long form of the first person verb often expresses hortation, thus “let me hear.” 
The translator, however, does not use the hortatory subjunctive, but simply a future indicative. 
Actually,  the  long  form  does  not  necessarily  express  hortation,  and  often  cannot  be 
distinguished from the simple future. In Num Moses merely expresses intention: “but I will 
hear what the Lord will order concerning you.”58

1..3 “The prepositional phrase in MT is  ~kl,  i.e. expressing the indirect object of  hwcy, 
which Num renders by peri. ùmw/n “concerning you.”59

O: !wklyd l[ yy ~dq !m dqptyad am [mXyad d[ wkyrwa hXm !whl rmaw

56 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 136.
57 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 136.
58 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 136.
59 Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 136-137.



1.O.1  “TO and Ps-Jon,  but  not  N,  FT(V),  and Sam Tgs,  replace  MT’s  figure  of  speech 
“stand” with what it intends “wait,” as in 22:19 and Gen 22:5, and treat MT’s  w, “and,” as 
“until,” as in Lev 24:12.”60

1.O.2 “TO’s and Ps-Jon’s (but not N and Sam Tgs) passive form removes the unseemly 
image of God discoursing directly with unclean persons. FT(V) has the “Memra of the Lord” 
command them.”61

1.O.3 “The Targums, but not Sam Tgs and FT(V), convert l to the particle qdm in vv. 8, 10, 
and 14.”62

1.O.4  “TO’s,  Ps-Jon’s,  and  Saadya’s  (but  not  N  and  Sam  Tgs)  prepositional  phrase 
“concerning you” accomplishes the purpose stated in note 9 [i.e. 1.O.2].”63

9.9

1. : `rmo*aLe hv,îmo-la, hw"ßhy> rBEïd;y>w: 

4Lev-Numa: 

: rmal hXm la hwhy rbdyw

: kai. evla,lhsen ku,rioj pro.j Mwush/n le,gwn

O: `rmyml hXm ~[ yy lylmw

:  ,hl rm)w )$wm M( )yrm Llmw

1..1 Why does the Syriac not use the infinitive/participle? Instead the “and he said to him” is 
interesting. There is more of an emphasis on the distinction between the defiled people and 
Moses. Does the Syriac imply that Yahweh will not speak with the ritual unclean? Or is this 
the normal grammatical construction?

9.10

1. : vp,n<³l' Ÿameäj'-hy<)h.yI-yKi vyaiä vyaiä rmo=ale laeÞr'f.yI ynEïB.-la, rBE±D; 
4Lev-Numa:
: Xpnl amj hyhy yk Xya Xya rmal larXy ynb la rbd
: la,lhson toi/j uiòi/j Israhl le,gwn a;nqrwpoj a;nqrwpoj o]j eva.n ge,nhtai avka,qartoj evpi. yuch/| 

avnqrw,pou

O: aXpn ymjl basm yhy yra rbg rbg rmyml larXy ynb ~[ lylm
: 

60 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 122.
61 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 122.
62 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 122.
63 Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Numbers, 122.
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2. : `hw")hyl; xs;p,Þ hf'['îw> ~k,êyteroådol. Aa… ~k,ªl' hq'øxor> %r,d,’b. ûAa 
4Lev-Numa:
: hwhyl xsp hX[w ~kytrdl wa ~kl hqwxr $rdb wa
: h' evn od̀w/| makra.n ùmi/n h' evn tai/j geneai/j um̀w/n kai. poih,sei to. pasca kuri,w|

O: `yy ~dq axsyp dyb[yw !wkyrdl wa !wkl aqyxr xrwab wa
: 

1. "The conditional particle usually stands first, the order being, particle, verb, subj.; but words may 
come between part. and verb it emphatic, and oftener with ~a than yb. The casuistry of the Law (P) 
the subj. curiously precedes the particle in the principal clause. . . ."64

9.11

1. "From the sense upon comes the use of l[ to express the condition, circumstances in which an 
action is preformed, on which it rests or which underlie it. Here l[ seem more general than b and 
has such meanings as amidst, although, notwithstanding, according to etc. . . . ."65

9.13

1. evn od̀w/| makra/| "G makes it a 'long' journey."66

2. "The expression of the separate pron. in nominal sent. occurs mostly when the pred. is an adj. or 
ptcp. e.g. Gen 9.3; it is less necessary when pred. is an adverb or a prep. with its gen. after the verb 
to be, as Gen 3.3. When the nominal sent. is positive the pron. usually precedes the pred. . .  Num 
9.13; 14.8, 27 . . . ."67

3. "Syndetic clause (with rva). Lie the asyndetic clause, this can be verbal or nominal. In nominal 
clauses one finds especially a preposition with its noun, sometimes an adjective, rather rarely a 
participle: Preposition with its noun . . . . Nu 9.13). . . ."68

4. "The retrospective subject pronoun in a nominal clause is commonly used with an adjective or 
participle: Gen 9.3 . . .; Nu 9.13; 35.31. . . ."69

9.14

1. "Sam., Syr., V, favor a plural here, as in v 3. G. B. Gray (Numbers, 85) supports this."70

2. The uses of the conjunction and are various. . . . Both . . . and is expressed by ~G: . . . ~G: or . . . . 
Less commonly and mainly later w> . . . w> is both . . . and  . . Num 9.14. . . ."71

64 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §130, Rem. 5.
65 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §101, Rem. d.
66 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
67 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §9, Rem. 2.
68 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §158e.
69 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §158g.
70 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
71 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §136.



2.1 Disjunctive Sentences . . . IN the sense of sive – sive we find Aa – Aa, or ~ai - ~ai, or ~aiw> - ~ai . . 
. ., also w> - w> Lv 5.3, Nu 9.14. . . ."72

2.2 ". . . the use of double Waw bringing out the correlation in cases such as Ex 21.16 . . . and 
before nouns: Nu 9.14b 'whether for the foreigner or for the native'. . . ."73

3. "In Gen 4.7 #bero is a substantival participle (a luker, a coucher). In Gen 47.24 hy<h.yI remains 
undefined in gender (masc.), although the noun precedes for the sake of emphasis; as also in . . . 
Num 9.14; 15.29 . . . ."74

3.1 "Even in the singular, the feminine is sometimes neglected. In simples prose l hy<h.yI is found 
after a fem. noun. . . . Nu 15.29; cf. 9.14). . . ."75

9.15-16

1. "Like the infinitive absolute, the character of the infinitive construct as a verbal noun is shown by 
its power of taking the case proper to its verb and hence in transitive verbs the accusative of the 
object, e.g. Nu 9.15 !K'êv.Mih;-ta, ~yqIåh' ‘~AyB. on the day the tabernacle was reared up. . . . "76

9.15

1. Infinitive construct: "The subj., especially when a pron., is often omitted: (a) when clear from the 
context. . . . (b) When general and indeterminate . . . . Nu 9.15; 10.7 . . . ."77

2. ". . . the imperfect serves – 1. In the sphere of past time: (a) To express actions, etc., which 
continued throughout a longer or shorter period. . . .Nu 9.15f., 20f., 23.7. . . ."78

3. "A thing which is unique is, by virtue of this very fact, determinate and usually takes the article. . 
. . Likewise we have e.g. tdU_[eh' lh,aoßl. the tent of Testimony Nu 9.15 etc. . . ."79

4. Text Criticism:

4.1 "Sam. reads the word ~q:Wh, a third sing. perfect Hophal."80

4.2 tdU_[eh' lh,aoßl. "Possibly a gloss (cf. Paterson, Numbers, 47)."81

4.3 !K"±v.Mih;-l[;( hy<ôh.yI br<[,øb'W "The perfect is required here (BHS Paterson, Numbers, 47)."82

72 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §162b.
73 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §167b1.
74 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §145s.
75 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §150k.
76 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §115.
77 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §91, Rem. 1.
78 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §107b.
79 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §137h.
80 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
81 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
82 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.



9.16

1. h` nefe,lh evka,lupten auvth.n hm̀e,raj "G reads ~m'Ay at this point. The sense seems to require it (cf. 
Syr., Tg., Vg) (cf. also Paterson. Numbers, 47; N. H. Snaith, Numbers, 220)."83

2. "hy<h.yI . . . 2) it used to happen, it used to come to pass, e.g. Nu 9.16."84

2.1 "Likewise the verb hy"h' can be treated like a verb of action: hy<h.yI nu 9.16 "it constantly 
happened in this way" . . . ."85

2.2 Yiqtol form (future) "Durative action . . . . Nu 9.16, 17."86

9.17-18

1. The imperfect is used, "to express actions, etc. which were repeated in the past, either at fixed 
intervals or occasionally . . . . Nu 9.17f, 20ff. . . ."87

9.17

1. Yiqtol form (future) "Durative action . . . . Nu 9.16, 17."88

2. "Syndetic relative clause . . . with a noun used in an almost prepositional way . . . rva ymey> as long 
as (Nu 9.18). . . ."89

9.18

1. "The construct state, which, primarily represents only the immediate government by one 
substantive of the following words (or combination of words), is frequently employed in rapid 
narrative as a connection form , even apart from the genitive relation; so especially – (3) When it 
governs the (originally demonstrative) pronoun rv,a] . . . but rv,a] is treated as a nomen rectum instead 
of as an attribute. Cf. as . . . .'a ymey> Lv 13.46, Nu 9.18."90

1.1 Noun clause 'Genitive': "Causes in this relationship are always asyndetic. They may occur 
after a substantive in the bound form, either with introductory rv,a], e.g. . . . Nu 9.18. . . ."91

2. "Non-Perfective and Past Time: "This usage is less frequent with stative situations, in which it 
represents the situation as existing without interruption (. . . the verbs in question are not stative). . . . 
'All the days the cloud stayed over the tabernacle, they would camp.'"92

83 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
84 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §111i.
85 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §113a.
86 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §113f.
87 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §107e.
88 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §113f.
89 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §129q.
90 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §130c.
91 Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, §489.
92 Waltke & O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 503.



9.19ff.

1. The Perfect with Waw Consecutive: "always in a frequentative sense . . . . Nu 9,19, 21 (among 
several simple imperfects), 10.17. . . ."93

9.20

1. "BHS favors ymey> here (cf. also G. B. Gray, Numbers, 87; L. E. Binns, Numbers, 56). See also GKC 
§ 131e.."94

2. "Apposition is used – d) The measure, weight, or number, and the thing measured, weighted, or 
counted . . . . With different order . . . Nu 9.20."95

2.1 "Finally under this head may be included all the cases in which a numeral (regarded as 
substantive) is followed by the object numbered in apposition. . . . (d) Collocation of the thing 
and the measure or extent, number, &c., e.g. Nu 9.20 rP"ßs.mi ~ymiîy" days, (a small) number, i.e., only 
a few days. . . ."96

2.2 Main cases of apposition:  . . . . "5) The noun of number (or equivalent): . . .  Nu 9.20  rP"ßs.mi 
~ymiîy" days (in small) number. . . ."97

2.3 Apposition: "Measure or number, e.g. rP"ßs.mi ~ymiîy", 'a few days' (Nu 9:20) . . . ."98

3. The existential particle vyE: . . . "Expressing existence, . . . . ; so with a noun clause . . . 'It would 
happen that the cloud would be over the tabernacle for a few days' (Nu 9.20); cf. Nu 9.21."99 

9.21

1. hl'y>l;êw" ~m'äAy "The singular seems preferable (see BHS)."100

2. `W[s'(n"w> !n"ß['h, "This cause is lacking in G. Gray (Numbers, 87) suggests that its presence in MT is 
dittographic."101

3. "W-qatalti continuing a yiqtol with the force of Fr. imparfait is very common."102

9.22

93 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §112e.
94 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
95 Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, §29d.
96 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley, Gensenius' Hebrew Grammar, §131e.
97 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §131f.
98 Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, §69.
99 Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, §477.
100 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
101 Budd, Word Biblical Commentary: Numbers. Vol. 5, electronic ed. Logos Library System.
102 Joüon & Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §119u.



1. !K'v.Mih;-l[; "This clause is absent in G. Gray (Numbers, 87) suggests that it may have been a gloss 
on wyl'['. It replaces wyl'[' in S."103

2. `W[S'(yI Atàl{['heb.W "This clause is lacking in G. It is probably a gloss."104

9.23

1. "There are some minor variations in G, but MT is acceptable."105

10.1
Num10.1

: `rmo*aLe hv,îmo-la, hw"ßhy> rBEïd;y>w: 
: rmal hXm la hwhy rbdyw
T-J: rmyml hXm ~[ hwhy llmw
T-A: rmyml hXm ~[ hwhy llmw
: kai. evla,lhsen ku,rioj pro.j Mwush/n le,gwn

: .hL rM)w )$wM m( )YrM lLMw
: `rmyml hvm <twl> ~[ ywy lylmw
J: rmyml hXm ~[ yy lylmw
: rmyml hXm ~[ yy lylmw
: locutus est Dominus ad Mosen dicens

.1 <twl> "b has: "to," as does the Hebrew."106

.1 The margin reads: "the Word of the Lord"

10.2

Num 10.2a
: ~t'_ao hf,ä[]T; hv'Þq.mi @s,K,ê troåc.Ac)x] ‘yTev. ^ªl. hfeä[] 
: ~ta hX[t hXqm @sk twrccx ytX $l hX[
T-J: !wty db[t hdgm @sk !rcycx ytrt $l db[
T-A: !wty db[t dgm rba trcycx ytrt $l db[
: poi,hson seautw/| du,o sa,lpiggaj avrgura/j evlata.j poih,seij auvta,j
: 
: !Aht.y" dybe[]t; dygIn> @s;kdI !r"c.Acx] !ytert; $l' dybey[i
J: !whty db[t !mwa dbw[ ayvq anymm @skd !rcwcx !ytrt $lydm $l dby[ !whty db[t
: !whty db[t !dygn @skd ¸¸¸ÎÎbÐÐnwwrcwcx¸¸¸nyrcwcx !ytrt $l db[
: 
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 “Moses is ordered to make two silver trumpets seautw/|; there is no particular significance in 
the reflexive dative pronoun after an imperative. It certainly does not mean “make for your 
personal use,” but as in the case of $l, it fills out a singular imperative; there is little if any 
distinction between hX[ and $l hX[. The two silver evlata.j, i.e. of hammered (silver).”107

.1 "TO inserts d thirty times in chapter 10, in vv. 2, 4, 11, 12, 12, 13, 13, 15, 15, 16, 16, 19, 19, 
20, 20, 23, 23, 24, 24, 26, 26, 27, 27, 29, 31, 33, 33, 33, 34, and 36."108

J.1 [$lydm $l dby[] = "from that which belongs to you" - "Sifre Num. 72 (II, 40): The biblical 
word "for yourself" implies that the trumpet should be made from "your own property." Others 
interpret the phrase "take for you" to say that the material belongs to the community. Still others 
make no distinction between the two phrases, but Ps.-J. clearly opts for the first."109

J.2 [!whty db[t !mwa dbw[ ayvq anymm] ". . . difficult (to make); the work of an artisan you 
shall make them."

2.1 "Aramaic , "difficult to make rather than a reference to the hardness of the metal" 
(Jastrow, 1430), but Sifre Num. 61 (II, 8-9): "hammered work is only what is made solid by a 
craftsman with a hammer" and not by the use of filings."110

2.2 "Sifre Num. (II, 40): "hammered work" suggests that the trumpets are "made from hard 
metal worked by a craftsman with a hammer."111

Num 10.2b
: `tAn*x]M;h;(-ta, [S;Þm;l.W hd'ê[eh'( ar'äq.mil. ‘^l. WyÝh'w> 
: twnxmh ta [smlw hd[h arqml $l wyhw
T-J: htayrXm ty ljmlw htXnk hq[zml $l !whyw
T-A: htayrXm ty ljmlw htXnk q[dzml $l !whyw
: kai. e;sontai, soi avnakalei/n th.n sunagwgh.n kai. evxai,rein ta.j parembola,j
: 
: `at'yrIvm; ty" al[al al'j'a;lW at'vnIk. a['r"['l. $l' !y"wIhyIw> !y"w>hyIw>
J: `atyyryvm ty aljalw atvynk a[r[l $l !whyw
: htvÉÉyËËnk ~[ hnmzml !wkl !ywwhyw

`htyrvm ty ¸¸¸ÎÎbÐÐnhb¸¸¸ hljmlw
: 

.1 “V.b describes their use: they serve you for calling the assembly and for breaking up the 
camps. In the MT "calling" and "breaking up" are abstract nouns. The translator has changed 
these into complementary infinitives complementing e;sontai. The syntactical structures are quite 
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different, but the renderings are fully adequate. How these are to be done is then described in vv. 
3-8."112

.1 [htvÉÉyËËnk ~[ hnmzml] "for summoning the people of the congregation" – "the people 
of the congregation; HT: "the congregation"113

1.1 "Expansions through addition of "men of," "people of," In keeping with its general practice 
Nf Num tends to specify persons where the HT uses personal or tribal names, e.g., "the men of 
(the tribe of)," "the sons of." . . . . In Numbers, Nf generally prefixed "the people of" to HT 
, "assembly"; thus 1:16, 53; 3:7; 4:34; 10:2, 3, etc. It does not, however, do likewise for the 
HT term , "congregation."114

.1 hd"ê[eh'( ar"äq.mil. 

1.1 "Num 10:2, . . . "to call together an assembly." Hence (a) an assembly called together, a 
sacred convocation called together. . . ."115

1.2 ". . . actually inf., Bauer-L Heb. 317h; Kutscher JAOS 74:234) Nu 10.2. . . ."116

1.2.1 "Als Infinitive dienen mehrfach auch (wie im Aram. und Arab.) Verbalabstrakta mit dem 
Präfix ma-: *maqtalu . . . ."117

1.3 Davidson discusses this verse under the usage of the Inf. cons. . .  here it is considered a 
"verbal noun."118

1.4 "In the Aramaic manner (lj;q.mi . . . ) there occur as Infin. Qal: . . .  ar'q.mi to call and [S;m; to 
depart, Nu 10.2 (Dt 10.11). . . ."119

1.4.1 "The power of governing like a verb is also retained in those verbal nouns which, 
although originally secondary forms of the infinitive, have fully acquired the value of nouns . . 
. . after verbal nouns formed with the prefix m . . . ."120

1.5 "We also find some rare infinitives with a performative m (like the inf. lj;q.mi in Aramaic). 
These Aramaising infinitives appear to be of later origin. Examples: hd'[eh' ar'q.mil. Nu 10.2 to 
convene the assembly (everywhere else ar'q.mi has a rather substantival sense. . . ."121

.2 `tAn*x]M;h;(-ta, [S;Þm;l.W  
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2.1 ". . . Inf. [S;m; Nu 10.2, Dt 10.11 . . . ."122

10.3

Num 10.3a
: !hE+B' W[ßq.t'w> 
: !hb w[qtw 
T-J: !yb !w[qtyw
T-A: !wb !w[qttw
: kai. salpi,seij evn auvtai/j
: .nYhb nwrQNw
: !Ahb. !W[q.tyIw>
J: !whb !w[qtyw 
: !whb !w[qtyw 
: cumque increpueris

.1 "The verb salpi,zw is used ten times throughout this section. Here it occurs in the future as 
salpiei/j. The translator uses only the Attic future (nine times), and never the Hellenistic 
inflection. Here cod B z + read salpiseij, but his must be secondary. The translator does use 
salpi,swsin in v. 4, but that is an aorist subjunctive form. MT has the verb in third person plural, 
w[qt, but Num continues with the second person singular of v. 2. Obviously, the Greek does not 
mean that Moses is personally to sound the trumpets, since v. 8 assigns this task to the Aaronids. 
The second singular has the same intent as poi,hson and poih,seij in v. 1, where the orders to 
Moses really mean "see to it that the trumpets are made." This is fully clear from the plural 
auvtai/j; no one could possibly understand this to mean that Moses was required personally to 
blow on two trumpets! The verb salpiei/j is modified by an instrumental evn, thus "you must 
sound with them," i.e. blow the trumpets."123

Num 10.3b
: `d[e(Am lh,aoï xt;P,Þ-la, hd'ê[eh'ä-lK' ‘^yl,’ae WdÜ[]An*w> 
: `d[wm lha xtp la hd[h lk $yla wd[wnw 
T-J: hnwmyz !kXm xrtl htXnk lk $dyl !wnmdzyw
T-A: hnwmyz lha xrtl htXnk lk $dyl !wnmdzyw
: kai. sunacqh,setai pa/sa h` sunagwgh. evpi. th.n qu,ran th/j skhnh/j tou/ marturi,ou

: .)Nbz NK$Md )(rtL )t$wNK h]LwK ktwL nwd(wtNw`  
: an"mzI !k;vm; [r;tli at'vnik. lko <$l> $t'w"l. !Wnm.d.zyIw>
J: `anmyz !kvm [rtl atvynk lk $twwl !wnmdzyw 
: `anmyz !kvm {btb} [rtl {bnkd am[} htvynk ~[ lk $twwl !wnmdzyw
: tubis congregabitur ad te omnis turba ad ostium foederis tabernaculi

.1 "At the blowing of the trumpets, "then (kai,) all the assembly will be brought together." The 
verb is singular in grammatical agreement with the subject sunagwgh,, but MT views the hd[ as a 
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collective, and uses the plural verb wd[wn. MT also adds $yla after the verb over against Num, and 
hex has added proj se under the asterisk to represent it."124

1.1 n.b. It seems to me that the LXX lacks the centrality of Moses over against all of the other 
text-traditions. Does this mean that Moses is not the full mediator? Has the LXX also watered 
down Moses role throughout the 10-14 pericope?

.1 [~[ lk] "all the people of" – Marginal reading is {'nkd am[} & {btb}.

10.4

Num 10.4a
: W[q"+t.yI tx;Þa;B.-~aiw> 
: w[qty txab ~aw 
T-J: !w[qty hdxb ~aw
T-A: !w[qty hdxb !aw
: eva.n de. evn mia/| salpi,swsin

: .nwrQN )dXb n)w
: !W[q.tyI ad'xb; ~aiw>
J: !w[qty adxb !yaw 
: !w[qty !whnm hdxb !yaw 
: 

.1 "The protasis contrast with v. 3's kai. salpiei/j evn auvtai/j in that evn mia/| salpi,swsin. The 
subject of the verb is the indefinite "they," thus "but (note the contrastive de,) if they blow on 
one." i.e. sound one trumpet. As in the case of the second singular verb in v. 3, so the third plural 
verb must not be taken literally; naturally only one individual could blow evn mia|/."125

Num 10.4b
: `lae(r'f.yI ypeîl.a; yveÞar' ~yaiêyfiN>h; ‘^yl,’ae WdÜ[]Anw> 
: `larXy ypla yXar ~yayXnh $yla wd[wnw 
T-J:
T-A:
: proseleu,sontai pro.j se. pa,ntej oi ̀a;rcontej avrchgoi. Israhl
: 
: 
J: 
: 
: 

= "The apodosis is indicated by the change to the future tense

10.6
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: `~h,(y[es.m;l. W[ßq.t.yI h['îWrT. hn"m"+yTe ~ynIßxoh; tAnëx]M;h;( ‘W[s.n")w> tynIëve ‘h['WrT. ~T,Û[.q;t.W 
: hnwpc ~ynxh twnxmh w[snw 

.1 Although Gray indicates the Samaritan reading as "mistakenly,"126 it is interesting to note 
that the Septuagint addition has the northern encampment moving out fourth. Has the  
"corrected" the text? Did the  know of the  reading?

.2 Kim classifies hnwpc as one of ten corruptions127 in the Samaritan Pentateuch. He writes, 
"MT fits the context (see the order in 2:1-31, 9:18-20). Sam possibly reflects a mistake."128

: kai. salpiei/te shmasi,an deute,ran kai. evxarou/sin ai ̀parembolai. ai ̀paremba,llousai li,ba kai. 
salpiei/te shmasi,an tri,thn kai. evxarou/sin ai ̀parembolai. ai ̀paremba,llousai para. qa,lassan kai. 
salpiei/te shmasi,an teta,rthn kai. evxarou/sin ai ̀parembolai. ai ̀paremba,llousai pro.j borra/n 
shmasi,a| salpiou/sin evn th/| evxa,rsei auvtw/n

And you will sound a second alarm, and the camps pitched southward will move; and you will 
sound a third alarm, and the camps pitched westward shall move forward; and you will sound a 
fourth alarm, and they that encamp toward the north will move forward: they will sound an alarm 
at their departure.

 ..1 "The Septuagint adds: "When you shall sound short blasts a third time, the divisions 
encamped westward shall move forward, and when you shall sound short blasts a fourth time, the 
divisions encamped northward shall move forward." Ibn Ezra, however, denies altogether the 
possibility of these additional third and fourth blasts since the priests, who had to blow the horns 
(v. 8), moved with the cult objects following the second division (2:17; 10:21). Even so, they 
could have sounded the trumpets a third time; moreover, the priestly trumpeters could have 
remained behind. Thus the blasts for the remaining divisions are to be anticipated and these are 
adumbrated in the second half of the verse. The Vulgate addition, “and according to this manner 
shall the rest do,” captures the sense."129

 ..2. "Both MT and Num continues after v.5 with the order "and you shall sound a second signal 
(for h[wrt), and the camps which are encamped to the south must break camp." Num then 
proceeds in the same fashion with a third signal for those para. qa,lassan, and for a fourth signal 
for those pro.j borra/n. MT has only the second signal ordered. Hex has taken note of this and 
placed kai 3- borra/n all under the obelus to show that it had no basis in MT.

Num follows the same order as that of ch. 2, where the encampments on the east side are 
followed successively by those on the south side (vv. 10-16), the west side (vv. 18-24), and the 
north side (vv. 25-31). In ch. 2 they are also described as prw/toi evxarou/sin, then deu,teroi . . . , 
then tri,toi . . . , and for the north side e;scatoi evxarou/sin. The close relation of our section with 
ch. 2 is clear. Num has "completed" the cycle to include all four parts of the encampment on the 
basis of ch. 2. The translator must have felt that the breaking up of the camp could hardly be 
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limited to half the camp, i.e. to the two camps given in MT. Undoubtedly the amplification by 
Num is not incorrect – it just does not obtain in MT it is the creation of Num."130

Josephus: Judean Antiquities 3:293-294

"293. When the tent was moved, the following took place. When it gave the signal, first of all 
those who were encamped on the east rose up, and at the second those who were on the south, in 
turn. Then the Tent, being dismantled, was carried midway between the six tribes going in front 
and the six following, and all the Levites were around the Tent.

294. When it gave the signal for the third time, the part of those encamped in the southwestern 
direction moved, and at the fourth [signal] the part in the north. They used the trumpets also for 
the sacrificial rites, when leading the victims both on the Sabbaths and on the remaining days. 
Then, for the first time after the departure from Egypt, he offered the sacrifice called the Pascha 
in the wilderness."131

Jos.1 "This statement is Josephus' addition, based on Num 2:2-34, where it is presented in much 
greater detail."132 However Feldman next writes: "Josephus is in accord with the LXX (Num. 
10:6) in adding the third and fourth signal . . . ."133

10.7

1. Infinitive construct: "The subj., especially when a pron., is often omitted: (a) when clear from the 
context. . . . (b) When general and indeterminate . . . . Nu 9.15; 10.7 . . . ."134

10.9

1. "you will be brought to the attention of. The niph passive  means "you will be 
brought to the attention of," just as in v 10, . . . the noun zikka  means "reminder." As Gray 
observed, gods may forget, fail to pay attention, and even slumber! This accounts for the language 
of supplications, in which God is implored to turn toward those who call upon him, to remember 
them, and to remain awake. In Ps 109:14 we read about God's attention to wrongdoing: "May the 
offense of his ancestors be brought to YHWH's attention ()."135

10.10

1. ~k,yved>x' yveäar'b.W é~k,yde[]Amb.W* ~k,ît.x;m.fi ~Ay“b.W 
. ~kyXdx yXarbw ~kyd[wmbw ~kytxmX ~wybw 

. Kim writes, "Sam, possibly influenced by the following pl. forms, changed the number of the 
noun."136
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10.11

1. "The introduction of independent narratives, or of a new section of the narrative, by means of an 
imperfect consecutive, likewise aims at a connexion, though again loose and external, with that 
which has been narrated previously. Such a connexion is especially often established by means of 
yhiy>w: (kai. evge,vneto) and it came to pass, after which there then follows either (most commonly) an 
imperfect consecutive . . . or W with the perfect . . . or even a perfect without W . . . . Nu 10.11 
. . . or finally a noun-clause introduced by W, Gn 41.1."137

10.17

1. "The verbs are perfects with , and are probably meant to be frequentative (cf. A. H. McNeile, 
Numbers, 53; G. B. Gray, Numbers, 91). They indicate what was customary."138

2. ". . .   read here ruriAhw>, assimilating to 1.51, 4.5."139

3. The Perfect with Waw Consecutive: "always in a frequentative sense . . . . Nu 9,19, 21 (among 
several simple imperfects), 10.17. . . ."140

10.18

1. "!bwar] read !bwar ynb with S L  and also some MSS. of ?. In the eleven remaining cases in this 
section  followed by  prefixes ynb to the tribal names, except in v. 22 where some MSS. of  
and  omit ynb;  omits ynb in v. 16, 20, 24;  in v. 18, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27."141

10.21

1. "~ythqh]  thq ynb."142

10.25

1. "The ptcp. being of weaker force than finite tense, sometimes uses prep. l instead of acc. to 
convey the action, particularly when obj. precedes. . . . Nu 10.25."143

1.1 "Another solecism of the later period is finally the introduction of the object by the 
preposition l. (prop. in relation to, in the direction of), as sometimes in Ethiopic and very 
commonly in Aramaic. Less remarkable is this looser connexion of the object with a participle, as 
with . . . @Seai Nu 10.25. . . . "144

1.2 "The accusative of state specifies a feature of the verb's subject or object at the time of the 
verbal action or in relation to that action. Such an accusative, be it substantive, adjective, or 
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participle, is indefinite. It may refer to the subject of the clause. . . . For participial examples see 
Num 10:25 ('serving as rearguard'). . . ."145

10.29

1. "The very frequent omission of the retrospective pronoun is noticeable in cases where the 
predicate of the qualifying clause is a verbum dicendi, e.g. Nu 10.29 we are journeying unto the 
place, ~k,_l' !TEåa, Atßao hw"ëhy> rm:åa' rv<åa] that place, the Lord said (of it), It will I give to you. . . ."146

2. "In a clause consisting of a participle and a personal pronoun, the unmarked pattern is Ptc. – Pron. 
. . . ; Nu 10.29 ‘~AqM'h;-la, Wnx.n:©a] Ÿ~y[iäs.nO we are setting out to the place . . . ."147

2. "With verbs of saying, the preposition meaning concerning (B, l, l[) is regularly omitted: Nu 
10.29 ~k,_l' !TEåa, Atßao hw"ëhy> rm:åa' rv<åa] ‘~AqM'h; the place (concerning which) the place (concerning 
which) Y. said "I will give it to you."148

10.31

1. "The notion of supposed known causality (Engl. since, seeing that . . . .) is expressed by !Ke-l[;-yKi 
literally for by that, a locution where the notion of causality is doubly expressed: Gn 18.5; 33.10; 
38.26; Nu 10.31; 14.43; 2Sm 18.29Q."149

10.35-36

1. hkwph !wn

1.1 ". . . the poem does not belong to its context is indicated by the inverted nuns that frame it."150

1.2 "This poetic couplet is bracketed by marks (simaniyot, ARN1 34) called nun menuzzeret, 
“isolated nun,” or nun hafukhah, “inverted nun.” Other shapes and positions for these marks are 
attested in biblical manuscripts. For example, they can be shaped like a shofar (Sot. 6:1); like a 
kaf; a mark identical with the antisigma, a critical sign employed by the Alexandrian Greeks to 
designate misplaced verses; or in the form of a dip a sign calling for special interpretation. The 
rabbis offer two explanations: “[These two verses] are marked at the beginning and at the end to 
show that this is not their proper place. Rabbi [Judah the Prince] said: [They are marked] to 
indicate that they form a separate book” (Sif. Num. 84).

According to the explanation of Rav Ashi (Shab. II6a), its proper place is the passage on units, 
degalim (after 2:17; cf. Baya,  ha-Turim, or, after 10:21, cf. azzekuni). The Septuagint 
transposes these verses before verse 34. On the other hand, the claim by Rabbi Judah the Prince 
that the enclosed two verses form a separate book is supported by the Mishnah: “A biblical scroll 
that contains eighty-five letters, as in the section that begins: ‘when the Ark was to set out,’ 
defiles the hands” (Mish. Yad. 3:5) and is confirmed by similar signs in Greek papyri and 
grammatical literature.
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There is an interesting medieval tradition, attested in an eleventh-century manuscript from 
Cairo, that these verses are excerpted from a source known as “The Prophecy of Eldad and 
Medad” (Ginzei Mitsraim) which, according to Lieberman, may underline the paraphrase of 
Rabbi Judah the Prince found in an earlier source: “These two verses stem from an independent 
book that existed but was nignaz, suppressed” (Mid. Prov.; cf. also Mid. aserot ve-Yeterot). The 
attribution of these verses to Eldad and Medad (cf. 11:27) not only represents a rare medieval 
instance of the denial of Mosaic authorship to a part of the Torah but also indicates that there was 
continuous awareness in traditional sources that the process of the canonization of Scripture was 
a highly selective one: Much was “sup-pressed,” that is, rejected."151

1.3 "The meaning of these marks of punctuation, which also occur seven times in Ps. 107, is 
debated, but scholars generally agree that they indicate the early scribes thought verses so 
enclosed were displaced from their original context."152

1.4 "In two places in the Bible, a symbol like an inverted nun is used – a total of nine times in all. 
In the sources this is referred to as hdzwnm !wn nun menuzzeret, dwqn naqud, twynmys simaniyot, rwpyX 
shippur, etc. In Nu 10.35-36 this sign is used at the beginning and end of the pisqah starting wrah 
[snb yhyw. Thus it is stated in Sifre on Numbers (section 84) "the section wrah [snb yhyw is naqud 
(dotted) before it and after it because this is not its place. The opinion of Rabbi is that it forms a 
book itself." The second passage is Ps. 107.23-28 and 40, where the sign is used seven times. 
Printed editions and manuscripts – including Babylonian manuscripts – agree on the marking of 
this sign in the Torah, but not in the Psalms. Many Tiberian MSS do not mark inverted nun in Ps 
107 at all, and where it is marked, it is not always put in the same place. Thus in L the sign is put 
at verses 21-26 and 40. In two Babylonian MSS which contain this passage inverted nun is not 
used. 

Krauss and Liebermann explain the inverted nun as corresponding to a sign used by the Greek 
textual critics to indicate that a space should be left between two passages, or to mark passages 
included in the wrong place – exactly the two reasons for the use of inverted nun suggested in 
Sifre. These suggestions suit the passage in numbers, but it is difficult to see how they would 
apply to the Psalms verses, and no satisfactory explanation for their use here has yet been offered. 

The inverted nun sign is similar to form to the Babylonian accent "half " which represents a 
major disjunctive accent. In a few Geniza fragments signs like these are used at the ends of 
sentences. Possibly the form of these signs was influenced by the simaniyyot."153

1.5 "That the Inverted Nun indicates here a dislocation of the text is also attested by the 
Septuagint. In the recension form which this Version was made, verses 35, 36 preceded verse 34, 
so that the order of the verses in question is Numb X. 35, 36, 34 and this seems to be the proper 
place for the two verses."154

2. Concerning the LXX:

151  Milgrom, Numbers: The JPS Torah Commentary, 375-6.
152  Ashley, The Book of Numbers: The New International Commentary of the Old Testament, 199.
153  Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, Masoretic Studies 5, trans. E. J. Revell, no loc.: The Scholars 

Press, 191980, 46-47.
154  Christian D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, London: The Trinitarian 

Bible Society, 1897, 343.



2.1 "By moving vv. 34-35 immediately after v. 33, the translator has connected these verses with 
the statement about the ark's role and position in the desert journey. Note that the movement of 
the ark differs from v. 33."155

2.2 "Num 10:35-36 are set off by inverted nuns, which indicates an awareness on the part of the 
ancient Jewish scribes that these two captioned verses were either out of place here or, as is more 
likely, that they were cited from an independent source. This scribal convention parallels the 
practice of the Alexandrian scribes in their copies of Greek texts, where similar markings are 
evident (Lieberman 1950: 38-46; Levine 1976)."156

155  Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers, 157.
156 Levine, The Anchor Bible: Numbers 1-20, 317-318.


